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Decrease in spatial coherence of light propagating in free space
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It is shown that a highly spatially incoherent light distribution may be generated from a highly coherent one
on propagation in free space. This result essentially demonstrates that there exists an inverse of a classic
result of optical coherence theory, namely, the van Cittert – Zernike theorem. The analysis also indicates that
the technique of phase conjugation may be used to reverse changes in the coherence properties of light, at least
those which are generated on propagation in free space.  1997 Optical Society of America

It is well known that spatially incoherent sources can
generate a fairly coherent f ield in large regions of
space. A common example is star light entering a telescope. Star light originates in billions of atoms which
radiate essentially independently by the highly random process of spontaneous emission. However, the
diffraction image in the focal plane of the telescope
has zero intensity minima, indicating that the light
which enters the telescope is spatially highly coherent over the whole aperture of the telescope; for only
under these circumstances could the intensity be completely canceled out by destructive interference in some
regions of the focal plane. This result implies that
spatial coherence has been generated in the process of
propagation. This phenomenon has been fully clarified by optical coherence theory and is quantatively
described by the so-called van Cittert–Zernike theorem (Ref. 1, Sec. 4.4.4). However, to our knowledge
the possibility of appreciable decrease of spatial coherence on propagation in free space has not been previously demonstrated. In this Letter we show that this
indeed is possible.
We begin with a known reciprocity theorem2
for free fields.3 Consider two free monochromatic
fields, U s1d s r, zdexps2ivtd and U s2d s r, zdexps2ivtd
s r ; x, yd, of frequency v propagating into the halfspace z . 0 (see Fig. 1). If the field distributions in
some plane z  z0 . 0 are complex conjugates (denoted
by an asterisk) of each other, i.e., if for all r
(1)
U s2d s r, z d  fU s1d s r, z dgp ,
0

0

then

U s2d s r, z0 1 d d  fU s1d s r, z0 2 ddgp
(2)
throughout the half-space, i.e., for all d, s0 , d # z0 d,
and for all r.
Consider now two statistically stationary f ields represented by ensembles hU s1d s r, zdj and hU s2d s r, zdj of
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free fields, with all members of the ensembles propagating into the half-space z . 0. Then as a consequence of the reciprocity theorem which we just stated

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of generation of a spatially
highly incoherent distribution from a highly coherent
one on propagation in free space. The highly coherent
distribution may be generated, for example, in the plane
Q
1 , by propagating light
Q from a highly spatially incoherent
source in the plane 0 over a large distanceQd in free
space (First stage). The f ield in the plane 1 is then
phase Q
conjugated (indicated in the f igure by replacing
Q
1
distance d to a plane
Q1 by 1 ) and propagates another
Q
2 . The field in the plane
2 will be spatially highly
incoherent, beingQessentially identical with the original
field in the field 0 , except possibly for very small details
(high-spatial-frequency components), which give rise to
evanescent waves (whose amplitudes decay exponentially
on propagation).
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we have the result that, if
kU s2dp s r1 , z0dU s2d s r2 , z0 dl  kU s1dp s r1 , z0dU s1d s r2, z0 dlp ,
(3)
then
kU s2dp s r1 , z0 1 d dU s2d s r2 , z0 1 d dl
 kU s1dp s r1, z0 2 d dU s1d s r2, z0 2 d dlp ,

(4)

where the angle brackets denote the ensemble average. In terms of the cross-spectral density at frequency v [Ref. 1, Eq. (4.7-38)] we can express this
result as follows: If
(5)
W s2d s r , r , z d  fW s1d s r , r , z dgp ,
1

2

0

1

2

0

then
W s2d s r1 , r2, z0 1 d d  fW s1d s r1 , r2 , z0 2 d dgp

(6)

for all s0 , d # z0 d and for all r. The formulas (5) and
(6) may evidently be regarded as a generalization of the
reciprocity theorem for deterministic f ields, expressed
by Eqs. (1) and (2), to statistically stationary fields of
any state of spatial coherence.
Since the (spectral ) intensity I s r, zd and the spectral
degree of coherence ms r1 , r2 , zd are given by the formulas [Ref. 1, Eqs. (4.3-41) and 4.3-47)]
I s r, zd  W s r, r, zd ,
ms r1 , r2 , zd  p

W s r1 , r2 , zd
,
p
W s r1 , r1 , zd W s r2 , r2 , zd

(7a)
(7b)

the above theorem (with the same assumptions as
before) may be expressed in the following form: If
I s2d s r, z0d  I s1d s r, z0 d

(8)

and
ms2d s r1 , r2 , z0 d  f ms1ds r1 , r2 , z0dgp ,
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Eqs. (1)– (4) it follows that, if in the plane z  d the
field is phase conjugated [i.e., U s r, d d ! U p s r, d d
and consequently ms r1 , r2 , d d ! mp s r1 , r2 , d d] while
I s r, zd remains unchanged, and then propagates to the
plane z  2d, the absolute value of the spectral degree
of coherence in the plane z  2d will be the same as
the absolute value of the spectral degree of coherence
in the initial plane sz  0d, while the phases of the
degrees of coherence will differ in sign. This result
implies that the light distribution in the plane z  2d
is spatially just as incoherent as it is was in the original
plane z  0, although the light is highly coherent in
the plane z  d from which it propagates into the halfspace z . d. This result is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 1. The phase conjugation in the plane z  d can
be produced by a well-known technique of nonlinear
optics (see, for example, Refs. 4–6).
Tha analysis presented in this Letter demonstrates
that a highly incoherent light distribution can be generated from a highly coherent one by propagation in
free space. In addition, the analysis demonstrates a
previously unknown feature of phase conjugation: As
is well known, the phase conjugation can be used to
cancel effects of distortions produced by scattering of
light on deterministic media7 and to reduce effects of
wave-front aberrations and polarization distortions in
laser systems.8 These properties are often referred to
as the ‘‘healing’’ properties of phase conjugation. Our
analysis indicates, as a byproduct, that the technique
of phase conjugation can also be used to cancel the
changes in spatial coherence properties of light produced on propagation, at least in free space.
This research was supported by the U. S. Air Force
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then
I

s2d

s r, z0 1 d d  I

s1d

s r, z0 2 d d ,

(10)

and
ms2d s r1 , r2 , z0 1 d d  f ms1d s r1 , r2 , z0 2 d dgp .

(11)

Let us now choose d  z0 in Eqs. (8)– (11). We then
have the result that, if
I s2ds r, d d  I s1d s r, d d ,

(12)

and
ms2d s r1, r2, d d  f ms1d s r1 , r2 , d dgp ,

(13)

then
I s2d s r, 2d d  I s1d s r, 0d ,

(14)

and
ms2d s r1 , r2 , 2d d  f ms1ds r1 , r2 , 0dgp,

(15)

Suppose now that the f ield in the plane z  0 is
highly spatially incoherent. On propagating from the
plane z  0 to the plane z  d it will become highly
spatially coherent if d is large enough, as is clear
from the van Cittert –Zernike theorem. According to
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